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                                                          Levels of management 

Management represents group of people working in an organization. Every individual in the 

organization are carrying different authority and responsibilities. This authority-responsibility 

relationship among people (superior and subordinates) in the organization gives rise to different levels 

in the organization which are known as levels of management or hierarchy of management.  

In the order of hierarchy there are three levels of management: 

1. Top Level management: It includes, Chairman, Managing Director, Board of Directors, CEO, COO, President, 

Vice-president, General manager etc.  

Functions of Top Level management: 

1. They formulate the overall organizational goals and strategies. 

2. They coordinate the activities of different departments. 

3. They maintain contact with outside world. 

4. They are responsible for the success and failure of the organization. 

5. They are responsible for all the business activities and its impact on society. 

 

2. Middle level management: It includes Divisional Head like, Sales manager, Factory Manager, Plant 

Superintendent etc.  

Functions of Middle Level management: 

1. They serve as a link between the top level and lower level management. 

2. They are responsible for implementing and controlling plans and strategies developed by top management. 

3. Ensure that their department has the necessary staff. 

4. Assign duties and responsibilities to their personnel. 

5. Motivate the people in their department to achieve desired objectives. 

6. Co-operate with other departments for smooth functioning of the organization. 

 

3. Lower level management: It includes Supervisors, Foremen, Inspector etc. 

Function of Lower level management: 

1. They directly oversee the efforts of the workforce. 

2. They serve a link between the workers and middle level managers. 



3. They ensure availability of resources and good quality of output. 

4. They provide guidance and training to workers. 

5. They ensure to provide good working condition. 

 

                                         Functions of Management 

1. Planning: It is the first function of management. It is deciding in advance what to do, how is to do 

it. It bridges the gap between where we are and where we want to reach.  

 

2. Organizing: It is the process of bringing together human, physical and financial resources and 

establishing productive relations among them for the purpose of achieving the desired goals efficiently 

and effectively. 

 

3. Staffing: It is the process of finding the right person for the right job. It involves activities such as 

recruitment, selection, placement and training of personnel.  

 

4. Directing: It involves leading, influencing and motivating employees to perform the tasks assigned 

to them.  

 

5. Controlling: In this function managers try to match the actual performance with the planned 

performance and if found any deviation, get the reason of deviation and suggest corrective measures.  

 

                                                      Co-ordination 

It is the systematic arrangement of individual and group efforts made to achieve common 

organizational goals. In management organization is divided into different departments and all the 

departmental managers need to collaborate with each other for effective working of an organization, 

such collaboration with each other represent coordination. 

It is the orderly arrangement of dissimilar activities for the achievement of organizational goals. 

 

                                              Importance of Coordination 

1. Growth in Size: Growth in size of the organization—increase in the number of employees—
coordination required to unify the efforts of individuals.  

 

2. Functional Differentiation: Different functions in the organization---- people and activities are 

divided based on functions------ coordination is required among different departments. 

 

3. Specialization: More complexities in the organization---- more number of specialist are employed--

-specialist do not take suggestions and advices----- leads to conflicts among different specialists----- 

coordination is required among them. 

                                                         

 



                                                    Case Studies 

Q. 1 Rajan works as a production manager in a garment company. He has been given the target to 

produce 30,000 shirts per month at a cost of Rs. 400/ shirt. He achieved this target at a cost of Rs. 450/ 

shirt. Do you think the manager is effective and efficient? 

 

Q.2 Rahman and Sona happened to meet in a school reunion party after a long gap of 10 years. Sona 

is working as a doctor in a hospital of repute in Mumbai. Rahman tell her that he is working as a 

manager in a travel and tourism company. Sona teases him by saying that he always wanted to be join 

a profession, then why did he become a manager? Rahman is quite taken aback by her words and tries 

to convince her that he is into a profession. But Sona gives him four reasons to explain why 

management till date is not considered to be a full-fledged profession. Describe briefly the four 

reasons that Sona must have given to Rahman. 

 

Q.3 Sunidhi’s grandmother is working as general manager in a film production company. Identify the 

level where she is working and briefly outline any three functions that she has to perform while 

working at this level. 

 

Q.4 Harshita owns a career counselling centre in Knapur. Her centre enjoys a good reputation and the 

profits are high. However, time and again she notices that none of the counselors who work in her 

centre have worked for a period of more than six months. On asking, one of the counselor, Pooja told 

her that there are no regular work hours. Many a times, the staff does not get time to have lunch and 

also no additional incentive is offered for doing overtime. 

In the context of the above case: 

(a) Identify and explain the type of management objective which is not being fulfilled by Harshita. 

(b) Identify and explain the type of management objective which is being fulfilled by Harshita. 

(c) Briefly outline another objective of management that Harshita needs to work towards. 

 

Q.5 Chandra is working in Olax Ltd. a company manufacturing room heater. She is responsible for all 

the activities of the business and for its impact on the society. Her job demands long hours and 

commitment to the organization  

(a) Identify the level at which Chandra is working. 

(b) State three more functions required to be performed by Chandra at this level. 
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